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TEXT: Luke 19:11 “For the Son of Man came to seek out and save the lost.” 
PURPOSE: To affirm Jesus as the source of our desire to connect with Jesus, and to let his coming
to us result in concrete changes in how we live our lives. 
______________________________________________________________________________

There must be more to life than this.  Does that thought ever occur to you?  Do
you ever wonder if life consists of more than getting through a week’s worth of work,
and making sure you’ve got enough groceries to make some decent meals, and
looking after our children, or our parents, or both, and hoping we have enough
money to pay our bills, and staying on top of medical appointments and medication
schedules?  Is that all there is?  In the thick of our daily routines and obligations, few
of us have time or inclination to wonder if there’s more to life than that which
occupies our daily attention and absorbs our daily energy.  But then those moments
arise: when we lie awake, unable to fall asleep, or, if you’re like me, when we wake
up before we want to, or when we’re scarfing down a hurried lunch alone, when
something coming from somewhere within us whispers, There must be more to life
than this.  You need to look for it.  

If the inner urging becomes sufficiently urgent, it will provoke a search for
that unknown ‘more.’  And that search can take us into some pretty weird places. 
We might think the ‘more’ involves more money.  Or more stuff.  Or more
pleasurable experiences.  Or more praise.  Or more power.  Or more exciting
experiences, anything from gambling to ice climbing. Or even, more worthy causes
to take on, from volunteering to help a candidate for president get elected to
advocating strategies to avert the climate crisis.  The truth, which takes some of us
longer to realize than others, is that amassing ‘more’ from any worldly source will
continue to leave us unsatisfied.  In actuality, thinking that the ‘more’ we’re looking
for can be found in the things and affairs of the world will wind up leaving us quite
lost.  

There’s a simple reason why this is true: that whisper stirring up from within
us is the voice of God, who knows that the only ‘more’ that will satisfy our deepest
hungers can be found in a relationship with God.  Saint Augustine, in the opening
paragraph of his Confessions, wrote that “Our hearts are restless until they can find
peace in you,” because “you have made us for yourself.”1  That certainly was the
story of his life.  His restless heart caused him to search for that unknown ‘more’ in

1The Confessions of Saint Augustine, translated by Rex Warner.  New American Library, New York, 1963. P.
17.
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worldly pleasures and esoteric religions until he gave up and fell into the grace and
mercy of God.  

Zaccheus, the central character in today’s story from the Gospel of Luke, must
have been a person who was wondering whether there was more to life than getting
rich by collecting taxes from his fellow countrymen for the Roman oppressors.  Who
knows what else Zaccheus had done in his search for that unknown ‘more’?  Had he
embraced a Jeffrey Epstein version of living life at the top, traveling the known
world, purchasing the pleasures of the flesh, surrounding himself with beautiful
people?  Had he dabbled in some of the other enticing spiritualities of his day, of
which there were many? Had he undertaken some first century version of
psychotherapy?  

Whatever else he had tried, he apparently had heard about Jesus, and
wondered whether this traveling teacher and healer might offer an answer to his
search for ‘more.’  So when he heard that Jesus was passing through Jericho, 
the city where Zaccheus lived and did business, he decided to go and have a look. 
But a crowd of spectators had already lined the streets, and Zaccheus, being a short
fellow, and one whose neighbors would have no interest in letting him get in front of
them, decided to run ahead and climb a tree so as to get a good look at Jesus.  In
those days and in that culture, no self respecting adult male would run or climb a tree,
so Zaccheus was subjecting himself to the ridicule of his neighbors.  But these
unconventional behaviors revealed the intensity of his determination to find out
whether Jesus might be the solution to his search for ‘more.’  

I wonder what he expected he would learn, from the vantage point of that tree. 
How often have we climbed some proverbial tree to catch a glimpse of what others
have found to be the solution to their search for ‘more,’ keeping a safe distance, and
hoping we can see from our perch whether what’s working for others might work for
us.  On some Sundays when I’m not here, I will attend one of those new churches,
with their polished band and youthful audience and soul-saving message.  But I don’t
tell anyone what I do for a living, or fill out one of the response cards.  I prefer to
stay safely perched in my tree, trying to see from a distance if Jesus is there, rather
than risking getting involved.  

Zaccheus must have been shocked to hear Jesus calling him, and then inviting
himself to stay at Zaccheus’ house that very day.  What probably took him a long
time to realize was that the voice saying “I must stay at your house today,” and the
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voice within him whispering, “There must be more to life than this,” was one and the
same voice, the voice of his only true savior, Jesus.  There is an old hymn, whose
author is listed as “unknown,” which I take to mean, “it could be any of us,” which
goes like this: 

“I sought the Lord, and afterward I knew
He moved my soul to seek him, seeking me; 
It was not I that found, O Savior true; 
No, I was found of thee.”2  

That’s what really going on, because God is the one who designed our souls to be
restless until we find our peace in God, until we find our place with God.  We can try
to squelch that inner voice.  We can answer it with “more’s’ sure not to satisfy.  We
can settle for some sort of symptom relief.  But the voice will not go away until we
do whatever is ours to do--running, or climbing a tree, or attending an unfamiliar
church, or coming to this one alone and just sitting here, whatever– to be guided by
its gentle, persistent urging toward a relationship with Jesus.  

Zaccheus’ encounter with Jesus was pure grace.  Jesus put no conditions
whatsoever on his coming to Zaccheus’ house.  No way would Jesus say, “Zaccheus,
do you want that deep hunger satisfied?  First, give up your wicked ways; then I will
come to your house.”  None of that.  Just, Zaccheus, come down; I must stay at your
house today.  Why?  Jesus tells us why.  At the end of the story, he says that he has
come “to seek out and save the lost.”  Nor does Jesus put conditions on his coming to
us.  He comes to us just as we are, while we remain invested in unspiritual things,
while our loyalties are compromised, while we’re trying just to get a glimpse of Jesus
from our tree rather than falling down in front of him and begging for mercy.  He
knows that only amazing grace is capable of saving the lost, that only unconditional
grace, coming right into the mess of our lives, can convince us of God’s transforming
love for us.  

But here’s where seeking and saving the lost gets interesting.  The story of
Jesus and Zaccheus doesn’t end with Zaccheus being all happy because Jesus has
come to his home.  It ends with Zaccheus making substantial, concrete changes in his
life.  “Look, Lord, half my possessions I will give to the poor; and if I have defrauded
anyone of anything, I will pay four times as much.” (Luke 19:8)  As a chief tax
collector in a system with corruption built into its basic design, we can be sure that

2“I Sought the Lord, and Afterward I Knew.”   The Pilgrim Hymnal, Pilgrim Press, Boston, 1958, p. 578.  
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his promise triggered some major payback.  His two promises taken together – a
massive charitable gift and major restitution for corrupt business practices – meant
that Zaccheus’ lifestyle would have to be very different going forward.  

The story of Zaccheus tells us that Jesus offers his salvation unconditionally. 
But it also demonstrates that receiving his saving grace triggers consequences which
have as much to do with our social relationships and how we handle our work and
our money as they have to do with our personal relationship with Jesus.  When Jesus
responded to Zaccheus by announcing that salvation had come to his house, he was
not insinuating that Zaccheus’ promises of generosity and restitution had somehow
qualified him to receive salvation.  Rather, he was recognizing that Zaccheus’
intentions demonstrated that salvation had changed his life.  

The salvation Jesus offers is not a salvation which makes Jesus and me best
buddies.  Salvation is not a cozy relationship that allows us to keep living the way we
had been living, our commitments, our values, our priorities unaffected.  Accepting
the salvation Jesus offers inevitably changes us.  It conforms us to the way of Jesus,
the way which welcomes outcasts as ‘children of Abraham,’ as full members of
God’s family, the way which speaks truth to power in the interest of justice for all
people, the way which takes up our own cross, and practices the redemptive power of
self-giving love.  

I believe Jesus is seeking every single one of us, indeed, that he is seeking
every person on the planet, no exceptions.  He’s seeking the tax collectors and the
people who can’t pay their taxes.  He’s seeking people who have been abused and
people who have abused others.  He’s seeking people who are addicted and people
who sell illegal drugs.  He’s seeking politicians and activists.  He’s seeking people
who don’t know what the inside of a church looks like and people who sit in the
same pew Sunday after Sunday.  No matter what we think of ourselves, every one of
us is lost until Jesus finds us.  That inner whisper that ‘there must be more to life than
this’ will move us, somehow, some way, to seek him, but our seeking, recalling that
hymn, really is him seeking us, seeking him.  When he finds us, he will require
nothing of us save that we let him come and stay with us.  But letting him come to us
changes us, and the changing is how his salvation is fully realized.  The changes are
voluntary, but inevitable.  He leaves the specifics up to us, but he knows that it is in
the changes we make that we experience the fulness of his saving grace.  That is why
he came to seek and save the lost, so that we could have life in him, life resurrected,
in all its joy and abundance.   


